So for Jing et al. and Treanor et al., the search was not only did Durbec et al. find that explants from Retdeficient embryos did not respond to GDNF, but they on for a second component of the GDNF receptor. Their developing stories already indicated that GDNF might showed that expression of Ret in Xenopus embryos made them responsive to GDNF. Similarly, Trupp et al. utilize a receptor quite different from other TGF␤ family members; although TGF␤s can bind to accessory memdemonstrated that ectopic expression of Ret in 3T3 fibroblasts conferred GDNF responsiveness. Durbec et brane proteins such as beta-glycan in addition to their serine/threonine kinase receptors, GDNFR-␣ was not al. and Trupp et al. also demonstrated that, when ectopically expressed in their respective systems, Ret could be very reminiscent of beta-glycan. In fact, GDNFR-␣ was most reminiscent of CNTFR␣, the first component of a inducibly tyrosine phosphorylated by GDNF and could directly bind to GDNF. three-component receptor system for a neurotrophic cytokine, CNTF (Davis et al., 1991) . GDNFR-␣ displays Whereas Durbec et al. and Trupp et al. found no evidence for GDNF binding in the absence of Ret, and no sequence homology to CNTFR␣ and lacks the structural features characteristic of CNTFR␣ and other cytosuggested that Ret was absolutely necessary for GDNF binding in their systems, the two other groups exploring kine receptors. However, CNTFR␣ was the only other growth factor receptor known to be GPI linked. Furtherthe GDNF receptor system came to a much different conclusion. Jing et al. and Treanor et al. had identified more, it was known that CNTFR␣ does not play any direct role in signaling, but instead served to bind to GDNFR-␣ based on its ability to bind GDNF in the absence of Ret, and they went on to show that GDNFR-␣ CNTF and allow it to then bind and activate the two ␤ signaling components of its receptor, gp130 and LIFR␤ was required for Ret to bind and be activated by GDNF. Both the latter groups also convincingly demonstrated (Davis et al., 1993b) ; like GDNFR-␣, CNTFR␣ could be supplied in either membrane-bound or soluble form that, after GDNF binding, GDNFR-␣ and Ret could be isolated in the same complex. (Davis et al., 1993a) . If GDNF used a receptor complex analogous to the system used by CNTF, although it was
Can the results of the two groups that found that GDNFR-␣ is required be reconciled with those of the clear that the details must be substantially different. Since GDNFR-␣ was not structurally related to CNTFR␣, two groups that suggested that Ret might be sufficient? It is of course possible that small amounts of GDNFR-␣ additional subunits of the GDNF receptor system were unlikely to be related to the secondary components of (or a relative) are present in some of the experiments in which the investigators assumed they were looking the CNTF receptor. Enter an Orphan Receptor Tyrosine Kinase: Ret at only Ret. Alternatively, it is worth invoking once again the example of the CNTF receptor complex. CNTF For Jing and colleagues and Treanor and colleagues, the first clue concerning a potential signaling partner can indeed weakly induce responses in cells lacking CNTFR␣, but expressing both the ␤ components (Davis for GDNFR-␣ came from the realization that the renal and enteric nervous system defects in GDNF Ϫ/Ϫ mice et al., 1993a). However, addition of CNTFR␣ to these cells can shift dose responsiveness by two to three were strikingly reminiscent of those previously described in mice lacking Ret. The likelihood that GDNF orders of magnitude. Similarly, a weak innate Ret responsiveness may be analogously shifted by GDNFR-␣. and Ret participated in the same signaling pathway prompted Jing et al. and Treanor et al. to pursue the Consistent with such a possibility, Trupp et al. report that Ret, in the purported absence of GDNFR-␣, can possibility that Ret was the required signaling partner for GDNFR-␣.
bind to GDNF with an affinity (Kd ‫572ف‬ pM) 10-to 100-fold lower than that reported by Jing et al. and Treanor Coincidentally, two other groups were considering the possibility that Ret might serve as a receptor for GDNF, et al. for GDNFR-␣. Surprisingly, although the reported binding of GDNF to GDNFR-␣ is of higher affinity than even although they were apparently unaware of the similarity between the Ret and GDNF knockouts. Trupp et that of GDNF to Ret, the combination of GDNFR-␣ and Ret does not seem to yield an even higher affinity site, al. (1996) had identified a protein in a motor neuron cell line that could be cross-linked to GDNF and could be as might be expected (Jing et al., 1996; Treanor et al., 1996) . precipitated by antibodies to phosphotyrosine; since this protein was about the same size as Ret ‫551ف(‬ kDa), Now that discrepancies in some of the details have been defined, extensive binding and activity profiles and since Ret was known to be expressed in motor neurons, Trupp et al. then guessed that Ret might be must be undertaken to understand precisely the innate responsiveness of Ret as well as the strictness of the acting as a GDNF receptor. Durbec et al. (1996) simply noticed that GDNF was most highly expressed in the requirement for GDNFR-␣. First, the precise distributions of both receptor components must be explored. gut and kidney, where the most notable defects were seen in the mice lacking Ret, and wondered whether
In addition, it must be determined whether GDNF homologs exist that share GDNFR-␣ and Ret, or conversely GDNF might work via Ret. The GDNF Receptor Complex: Controversy whether relatives of either GDNFR-␣ or Ret exist and serve as receptors for GDNF. Arguing against the latter in the Details Following up on their respective hunches, all four groups possibilities, initial distribution analysis indicate that GDNFR-␣ and Ret are both expressed in most known came to the conclusion that Ret was indeed a functional receptor component for GDNF, although they disagreed targets of GDNF action; these distribution data, as well as the similarity of the knockout phenotypes, additionabout the details of the receptor complex. Durbec et al. and Trupp et al. provided The emerging view of the GDNF receptor complex, particularly from the Jing et al. and Treanor et al. perspective, reveals a multicomponent receptor reminiscent of multicomponent cytokine receptors in general, and the CNTF receptor complex in particular. In such receptor systems, an accessory receptor subunit first binds the ligand and presents it to the signaling components of the receptor, which are in turn activated by their dimerization (homodimerization or heterodimerization); this dimerization activates tyrosine kinases (the Janus kinases or JAKs), which are noncovalently associated with the cytoplasmic domains of the signaling components (Stahl and Yancopoulos, 1993) . It remains unclear as to how the accessory component facilitates ligand binding to, and dimerization of, the signaling components. One possibility is that the ligand and the accessory receptor present a combined surface for binding to the signaling components; alternatively, the accessory component (DeChiara et al., 1996) . To be activated by agrin, ligand binding.
MuSK requires an accessory component normally found only on the surface of muscle cells (Glass et al., 1996) .
Thus, it begins to appear that, just as there are many components (e.g., cytokines such as CNTF or the related classes of cytokine receptors (Stahl and Yancopoulos, , and the ligands for Ret and MuSK, 1993), receptor tyrosine kinases come in many flavors.
see Figure 1 ). In the case of the CNTF and IL-6 accessory In the least complex versions of both cytokine receptors components, recent evidence suggest that two of the and receptor tyrosine kinases, the cognate ligand actiaccessory components are present in the final complex vates its receptor by simply inducing receptor homodialong with the dimerized signaling components (De Semerization (e.g., cytokines such as growth hormone and rio et al. 1995) , raising the possibility that the same may erythropoietin, or ligands for the epidermal growth factor be true for GDNFR-␣ in its final complex. However, it [EGF] receptor tyrosine kinase; see Figure 1 , top). Other should be pointed out that the accessory components ligands are able to activate by inducing heterodimerizaseem to be quite variable in their structures, functions, tion of two distinct (but closely related) receptor compoand mechanisms of actions. Whereas the accessory nents, both of which have signaling capabilities (e.g., component for the CNTF and IL-6 receptors are memcytokines such as the interferons or leukemia inhibitory bers of the cytokine receptor subfamily, the accessory factor [LIF] , and the ligands for the ErbB receptor tyrocomponent for the IL-2 receptor is not and has a totally sine kinases; see Figure 1 ). The most complex forms of unrelated structure as well as mechanism of action. Simcytokine receptors as well as receptor tyrosine kinases ilarly diverse are the accessory components used by require the ligand to bind to an accessory receptor comRet and FGF receptors, as well as poorly understood ponent, which lacks signaling capability, before it induces either homo-or heterodimerization of its signaling potential accessory components such as the p75 LNGFR Durbec, P., Marcos, C.V., Wartiowaara, K., Suvanto, P., Smith, D., component shared by the NGF family of neurotrophic Ponder, B., Constantini, F., Saarma, M., Sariola, H., and Pachnis, V. factors. (1996) . Nature 381, 789-793.
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The GDNF example highlights the fact that variants of the same basic protein domain can be employed to bind
